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BEFORE

CLIENT PROFILE

Amanda Seafoods was founded in 1916 and has more
than 100 years
of experience in fish processing.
Today they are Denmark’s largest manufacture of
Cod Roe and are exporting to all over the world.

AFTER

QUOTE
“The trial with NGI bearing houses has made us aware that
there is a hygienic alternative to the bearing houses we
usually use. It has also made us aware that it doesn’t have
to be expensive to optimize the hygienic design. We will
definitely consider using these bearing houses for projects
in the near future.”

Verner Olesen
Technical Manager, Amanda Seafoods A/S,
Frederikshavn Production Site, Denmark

Amanda Seafoods tested the NGI bearing house with great results and now that they are aware of all
its advantages they will consider using the bearing houses for future projects.
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